
 T  E  N  Z  I 
 *********************************************************************************************** 

 GAME PIECES 
 One uniquely-colored set of 10 dice for each player 
 Grandma Tip  : We ordered the official Tenzi dice on  Amazon, but they can be purchased about anywhere that 
 sells toys.  Of course, you can use any colored dice, as long as each person has a uniquely-colored set of ten. 

 OBJECT 
 Be the first player to get all ten dice to match and yell "TENZI!" 
 Grandma Tip  : We start with rolling all ones, then  all twos, and so on, until we roll all sixes. We tally the 
 winner of each of the six rounds and the player that wins the most rounds is the winner! Then, the winner 
 gets to swap dice with any other player! 

 HOW TO PLAY 
 Grandma Tip  : It can be difficult for little hands  and minds to compete with a full set of 10 dice, so we allow our 
 littles to have the same number of dice as their age: 5 years old = 5 dice. 

 ●  Each player holds their set of dice in hand(s). 

 ●  Someone says "Ready-Set-Go" and everyone rolls at the same time. 

 ●  Look at the dice you rolled and set aside any with the number you’re going for. 

 ●  Quickly pick up the remaining dice and roll again. (You don’t have to wait for others to 
 roll again. Everyone only rolls together on the first roll.) 

 ●  Keep rolling until all ten of your dice show the same number and then yell, “TENZI!” 

 VARIATIONS 
 Grandma Tip  : We like to set a timer for 5 or 10 minutes  and then take turns choosing different variations.  We 
 tally who wins each round/variation and when the timer goes off, the person with the most wins gets to 
 trade dice with another player! 

 ●  Stackzi  : Instead of putting your successfully rolled dice aside, stack them one on top 
 of the other. First player to get all their dice stacked and shout "TENZI" wins! 

 ●  Splitzi  : Instead of trying to get all 10 dice of one number, try to get five dice of one 
 number and five dice of another number, and then yell "TENZI". 

 ●  Pairzi  : Roll 5 different pairs. 

 ●  Straightzi  : Place your dice in a straight line like this: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 

 *********************************************************************************************** 
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